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Chapter 4: Complete Preparation

A complete preparation is a bodhisattva’s yoga influenced by the wisdom meditating on 
the aspects of the three types of knowledge by gathering them.

“Meditating on the aspects of the three types of knowledge by gathering them” means to 
meditate in a practice that is a union of calm-abiding and special insight.

Topic 1: Awareness-aspect

The first topic in this chapter is the aspects or awareness-aspects.

The specific instances of cognizing entities 
Represent the defining characteristic of “aspects.” 
By virtue of the three kinds of knowledge of all,
They are asserted as three kinds. (IV. 1)

These awareness-aspects are “cognizing entities” or different types of knowledge. An 
awareness-aspect of the antidotal class indicated here is a knowledge that is able to 
overcome its discordant class. These 173 aspects are divided into three groups.

Awareness-aspects related to base awareness (27)

These aspects have to be understood in relation to the “base” or “All,” since base 
awareness is also called All-awareness. This base refers to the five aggregates, the twelve 
sources or the eighteen constituents. Among these, no self can be found.

The five aggregates, when viewed from a purely subjective perspective, are 
• all the forms (colours, shapes, sounds, etc.) that appear to us through our senses or our 

mind, 
• how we experience them (as pleasant, unpleasant, neutral), 
• how we label and discriminate them (into categories, as good/bad, right/wrong, etc.)
• how we react to them (with craving, aversion, love, compassion, etc.)
• and how we know or are conscious of them

Awareness-aspects related to path awareness (36)

These aspects have to be related to the “path,” the realization of emptiness. Subjectively, 
this means we realize at the centre of our being there is not a “thing” or “entity” existing 
independently to be found. This path is what all sentient beings need to rely on in order to 
be freed from suffering and attain enlightenment/liberation.
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Awareness-aspects related to Base Awareness

In Relation to Awareness-aspect As presented in Sutra

Truth of Suffering Impermanence “Do not exist”

Suffering “Not produced”

Emptiness “Isolated"

Selflessness "Not be crushed”

Truth of Origin Cause “Trackless”

Origin “Space"

Strong Production “Inexpressible"

Condition “Nameless"

Truth of Cessation Cessation "Not go away”

Pacification “Cannot be seized”

Highly Auspicious “Inexhaustible"

Definite emergence “Without production”

Truth of Path Path “Non-agent”

Suitability “Non-knower"

Achievement “Non-transference"

Definite deliverance “Non-discipline"

Like a dream "No nature”

Like an echo "Not produced”

Like a visual distortion "Do not cease”

Like a mirage “Pacified from the beginning”

Like an illusion “Essential nature of nirvana”

No rejection of an external afflicted object “Not fully afflicted”

No purification of an external pure object “Not thoroughly pure”

No external object to be sullied by imprints 
of afflictions

“Unsullied”

No elaboration of classifying external 
objects

“Free from elaboration”

No pride with regards to realization of non-
duality

“Without pride”

No decline of realization of non-duality “Unshakeable”
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Awareness-aspects related to Path Awareness
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In Relation to Aspects of 4 
Noble Truths

Awareness-aspect As presented in Sutra

Truth of 
Origin 

in terms of 
Objects of 
Abandonment 
& Antidotes

Cause Aspiration “Separation from attachment”

Attachment “Not abiding”

Joy “Pacification"

Origin Attachment “Non-attachment”

Hatred “Non-hatred"

Confusion “Non-confusion"

Strong 
Production

Conceptualization "Not afflicted”

Condition Adhering to sentient beings “Non-existence of sentient beings”

Truth of path

in terms of 
assertions and 
corroborations

Path The path that gives 
opportunity to 
immeasurable sentient 
beings

“Immeasurable"

How it is a path “Free from the two extremes”

Suitability It is suitable "Not different”

How it is suitable "Not grasping as supreme”

Achiever It is an achiever “Non-conceptualization"

How it is an achiever “Inestimable"

Definite 
Deliverance

It is definite deliverance “Non-attachment”

Truth of 
suffering

in terms of 
specific and 
general 
characteristics

Impermanence Impermanence “Impermanence”

Suffering Suffering “Suffering”

Emptiness Emptiness “Emptiness”

Selflessness Selflessness “Selflessness”

Having no characteristic “Having no characteristic”
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In Relation to Aspects of 4 
Noble Truths

Awareness-aspect As presented in Sutra

Truth of 
Cessation 

in terms of 
Benefits

Cessation Cessation of subject, eyes 
and so forth

“Emptiness of the inner”

Cessation of object, forms 
and so forth

"Emptiness of the outer”

Cessation of sense faculty 
receptacles

"Emptiness of both”

Pacification Cessation of adherence to 
an imputed self

"Emptiness of emptiness”

Cessation of adherence to 
the worldly environment

“Great emptiness”

Cessation of adherence to 
the ultimate

“Ultimate emptiness”

Cessation of adherence to 
the compounded

"Emptiness of the compounded”

Cessation of adherence to 
the uncompounded

"Emptiness of the uncompounded”

Cessation of adherence to 
extremes of permanence & 
nihilism

"Emptiness beyond extremes”

Cessation of adherence to 
samsara having a 
beginning & end point

"Emptiness of the beginningless and 
endless”

Cessation of adherence to 
realized phenomena 
without rejection

"Emptiness of the Indispensable”

Auspicious 
Highness

Cessation of an agent that 
others impute

"Emptiness of essential nature”

Definite 
emergence

Cessation of mistakes in 
terms of imputed self/
essence on objects

"Emptiness of all phenomena”

Cessation of mistakes in 
terms of characteristics

"Emptiness of specific characteristics”

Cessation of mistakes in 
terms of time

"Emptiness of the nonreified”

Cessation of nature "Emptiness of the nature of non-
entities”


